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K95 Ultimate
Robust design and legendary shooting accuracy. Thanks to
its ergonomically optimized synthetic thumbhole stock, the
K95 Ultimate combines tradition and functionality in a unique way.

The K95 Ultimate with optional scope
Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

The K95 Ultimate Leather with optional recoil absorption system,
scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

K95 Ultimate
› Ergonomically optimized
synthetic thumbhole stock
› Black-brown synthetic stock
with black elastomer inlays
› Receiver in matt black finish with
gold-colored K95 lettering
› Available options include: adjustable comb,
adjustable recoil pad, recoil
absorption system K95 Ultimate
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K95 Ultimate Leather
The same as the K95 Ultimate,
but includes:
› Impregnated leather inlays on
fore-end, pistol grip and comb

Adjustable Comb
The intuitively operated, multi-level
adjustable comb ensures the perfect
mount in every situation.
Once the adjustable comb is fitted to
your individual body proportions and
your optics, the integrated m
 emory
function ensures return to the c orrect
comb position for every shot.

Recoil Absorption System
The inserted recoil pad with r ecoil
absorption system makes for a pleasant
shooting e xperience – even with
larger calibers.
The internal absorption elements are
available in different hardness which
can be adjusted to your preferences
and produce a noticeably reduced
muzzle climb while shooting.

Adjustable Recoil Pad
The adjustable length, height and pitch of
the recoil pad offers a variety of practical
advantages. It can be adjusted quickly and
easily for different shooters or, depending
on weather, different clothing situations.
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R8 Success
The ergonomically perfect Blaser thumbhole stocks provide consistant
accurate shooting for every situation. With the R8 Success, aficionados of
precious stock wood will also benefit from this ingenious stock design.

R8 Success
› Two-piece, ergonomically perfect
walnut wood thumbhole stock
› Ebony fore-end tip
› Cheek piece with stainless
steel name plate
› Rubber recoil pad

› Receiver in matt black finish with
gold-colored R8 lettering
› Grade 4 and 7 wood

R8 Success Silence

R8 Success Silence
The same as the R8 Success, but includes:
› integrated silencer
› Overall barrel length 62.5 cm
(effective barrel length 42 cm)
› Noise reduction approx. 28 dB
(Cal. .308 Win.)
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The R8 Success with optional grade 7 wood,
scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

The R8 Success Silence with optional grade 7 wood,
scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount
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Useful Accessories for Hunting
The accessories for your hunting rifle play a major role when it comes
to hunting success – both while carrying your rifle and when shooting.

Blaser Shooting Pillow

Blaser Silencer Cover

Whether in a high seat or on a shooting range: The Blaser shooting
pillow is your perfect support for accurate shooting. Thanks to the
low-noise outer material and a filling of plastic granulate, it is not
only particularly lightweight, but also provides a safe rifle rest.

The Blaser silencer cover boasts an elegant loden design with leather trims giving every rifle with a mounted silencer a harmonious
overall appearance. At the same time, it avoids disturbing noises
when carrying the firearm on the hunt. The Neoprene insulation
significantly reduces the danger of burns even with intense heat.
Large (for Blaser Over Barrel) Ø47-52mm, 245mm length
Small (for Blaser On-barrel) Ø38-45mm, 195mm length
Material: Neoprene, loden imitation (60 % wool, 40 % polyester),
leather inlays, PU

Blaser ABS Hard Case B – with New Interior Compartments
Safe, comfortable, discreet: the light carrying case for car and
aircraft. The double ABS shell provides reliable protection against
knocks and bumps for the firearm. Additional features of the case
are leather trimmed rounded edges along with a fine velvet interior.
For bolt action rifles with a barrel of up to 700 mm,
integrated silencer Ø 31 mm, stock length max.
380 mm, compartments: 1x riflescope (up to a lens
diameter of 58 mm) and optional second optics
(1-7x28) or silencer Ø50 mm x 240 mm, additional
bolt assembly, rifle sling, document compartment, Allen
key and T wrench for stock exchange in the cover, w
 ith
three combination locks
LxWxH: 80 x 35 x 9 cm
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Blaser Carbon Shooting Stick
Whether it is stalking, driven or mountain hunting – the Blaser
Carbon Shooting Stick is the ideal solution for a safe shot even under
difficult conditions. It sets new standards in terms of stability, weight,
ergonomics and functionality. Thanks to its high-quality materials,
such as carbon or fiber-reinforced plastic, and its design which was
developed from experience, it gives you stability and security to
master every hunting situation.
Length: 1 .24 – 1.98 m (Length adjustment
through four screw closures)
Weight: 985 g
Weight incl. bag: 1.307 g
Material: Carbon

Blaser Ultimate Expedition Rucksack
The Ultimate Expedition rucksack combines all the innovative
features needed by the hunter. Developed from experience, its foldout rifle carrying compartment ensures safe transport of rifles while
providing direct access at all times. At the same time, its sophisticated carrying system allows ergonomic game transport. The game
carrying sack that is included provides the necessary hygiene when
transporting harvested game.
Volume: approx. 43 l
Weight: approx. 3.3 kg
LxWxH: approx. 31x25x65cm
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Easy Custom – A Splash of Color for the Field
Feeling bold? For those that want to leave their mark and an impression,
Blaser introduces the new colorful Easy Custom Program.
The Easy Custom Program allows you to choose your favorite stock color
(black-brown, dark green, black or savanna) along with exciting new colorful
additions to the leather portfolio.

Leather Colors:
› savanna beige / landscape
› silk
› modena
› chalk
› sport red
› arancia mira
› jazz blue
› dark green
› verde-ulysses
› yellowstone

Blaser GmbH
Ziegelstadel 1
88316 Isny im Allgäu
Germany
www.blaser.de

Contrasting Seams:
› black
› red
› yellow
› blue
› orange (neon)

Subject to technical changes, errors and color variations. Blaser hunting rifles, ammunition and silencers are distributed
© 2020
exclusively through authorized Blaser dealers and are sold only to legal permit holders.

Create the perfect combination that reflects you by including
one of our interesting seam options. Be bold. Be yourself.

